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Abstract Galois theory and endotheory. II 
MARC KRASNER 
5. Abstract fields and endofields; isomorphism and homomorphism theorems 
Let S=(E, R) be a structure, and consider the class R of relations preserved 
by each a^G^E/S) and the class R of relations stabilized by each 5£D(E/S). 
These classes are closed with respect to the fundamental and direct fundamental 
operations, respectively, and they are the smallest classes having this property. 
Really, if Q^R is a class closed with respect to the fundamental operations and 
X° is a set such that card card E and R is under X° then Q includes R(*0). 
By Remark 1 of Section 4, i?J?0)=R№ll). As each r£R belongs to some R iX0\ we 
have R Q Q. The case of R can be handled similarly. Therefore, for every set R 
of relations, the closure of R with respect to all fundamental or to all direct funda-
mental operations is well-defined. 
Now let Q be a class of relations which is closed with respect to fundamental 
or, respectively, to direct fundamental operations. Let G be the group of permutations 
of E that preserve each Q, and let D be the monoid of self-mappings of E that 
stabilize each /•£ Q. The semi-regular decomposition RR of each Q (cf. Section 2) 
is included in Q. Further, and arbitrary O£S(E) preserves r iff it preserves every 
relation in RR, and an arbitrary 5£D(E) stabilizes r iff it stabilizes every relation 
in RR. So G and D are completely determined by the semi-regular relations belonging 
to Q. Let r be a semi-regular relation in Q, let P£t(r), and let P: be a fixed 
bijective point. Then (eP P ) - r is an -relation belonging to q, where X P = 
—p-ip. Clearly, the same permutations A£S(E) preserve and the same 
5(LD{E) stabilize (EP P) • r as r; and (EPtp)-r is a relation under So G and D 
are already determined by QC\Rwhich is a set of relations under In fact, 
G=G(E/ENRIS)) and D=D(E/QC[R^)). NOW put R=Qf]RIX). A s qQp-MVG 
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or e g s - i n v D , we have or QQR, whence Q=R or Q = R, respectively: 
So, finally, every closed (with respect to all fundamental or direct fundamental 
operations) class of relations is the closure (with respect to the same operations) 
of some set of relations; this set may even be supposed to be under 2 where X is an 
arbitrary set with power card E. 
Classes of relations that are closed with respect to all fundamental or all direct 
fundamental operations will be called abstract fields and abstract endofields on E 
(or, in other words, with base set E), respectively. For a structure S=(E, R), R=Rf 
and R=RIF are the smallest abstract field and abstract endofield including R. 
They will be called the abstract field and abstract endofield generated by S, and 
will be denoted by K(S) and Ke(S), respectively. If k and K are abstract fields 
(resp. endofields) and kQK then k is said to be a subfield (resp. subendofield) 
of K or, in other words, K is called an extension or overfield (resp. overendofield) 
of k. The notation K/k, instead of kQK, is also used. We have seen 
that every abstract field or endofield is generated by an appropriate structure 
S. Two structures, S and S', generate the same abstract field or endofield iff 
S ~ S' or S~S', respectively. More generally, K(S)QK(S') is equivalent 
to S^S', while Ke(S)<gKe(S') is equivalent to S^S'. In particular, if K is an d 
abstract field or endofield and card Z°^card E then K=K(Kf)R(E; X0)) or 
K=KE(KNR(E; X0)), respectively, and kQK is clearly equivalent to kC)R(E; X°)<i 
QKHR(E; Xa). Given a set E of structures, we say, by abusing the language0, that 
the corresponding abstract fields K(S) or endofields Ke(S), S£F, form a set. In 
this sense, all the abstract fields and all the abstract endofields on E form sets, de-
noted by AF(E) and AEF(E), respectively. In particular, if some set X0 with the 
property card Z°Scard E is fixed then any abstract field or endofield K is uniquely 
determined by its part KCXO)=Kf]R(E; X°) under X", and the mapping K-KO 
f)R(E; X°) preserves the inclusion. This allows us to say that one set of fields or 
endofields is included in another, and, also, to speak of mappings, the intersection 
and the join (alias compositium) of a given set of fields or endofields. That is, for 
example, k<gK will mean kf)R(E; X") QKi)R(E; X°), a mapping KDR(E; X0)-
-*kC]R(E; X°) will be considered as a mapping K--k, K will be called the inter-
section or join of a set F of (endo)fields iff K m is that of Flx°'>={k<-x0); k£F}. 
Note that V K is the smallest (endo)field that includes every K£ F and f) K 
K£F K£F 
is the greatest (endo)field included in all F. Further, r£ f ) K iff r£K for 
K€F 
all KdF. 
In case we want to remain within the frame of Bernays—Godel axiomatic system. There 
are other ways to found mathematics where no abuse or not this kind of abuse would occur in the 
present situation. 
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For an abstract field K, let G(E/K) denote the group of all permutations of 
E that preserve each r£K. If K is an abstract endofield, let D(E/K) denote the 
monoid of self-mappings of E that stabilize each r£K. Clearly, if K=K(S) or 
K=Ke(S) then G(E/K)=G(E/S) or D(E/K)=D(E/S), respectively. So K is the class 
of all relations preserved by every o£G(E/K) or stabilized by every 5£D(E/K), respec-
tively. Thus K^-G(E/K) is a bijection of AF(E) onto the set of permutation groups 
on E, while K-^ D(EjK) is a bijection of AEF(E) onto the set of monoids of 
mappings E^-E. These mappings, called canonical Galois mappings, are decreasing, 
i.e., kQK implies G(E/k)^G(E/K) or D(E/lc)^D(E/K), respectively. 
Now, if K is an abstract endofield such that D{EjK) happens to be a group 
then K is an abstract field and G{EjK)—D{E/K). Really, if all c£G(E/K) stabilize 
a relation then they preserve it (cf. Remark 1 in Section 1). Further, AF(E)Q 
QAEF(E). Therefore a number of results for endofields that will be proved later 
are automatically valid for abstract fields, too. On the other hand, if Ke is an abstract 
endofield defined by a structure S, i.e., Ke—Ke(S), then K=K(S) is completely 
determined by Ke, i.e., K does not depend on the particular choice of S. Really, by 
Remark 1 of Section 1, G(E/K)=G(E/S) is the greatest permutation group in-
cluded in D(E/S)=D(E/Ke). When Ke happens to be an abstract field then K=Ke. 
So the mapping Ke->-K, from AEF(E) onto AF(E), can be called the canonical 
projection. 
Let K and K' be abstract endofields with respective base sets E and E'. (So, 
the base sets of points, relations, structures, etc. are no longer assumed to be fixed 
in the rest of this paragraph.) We shall speak of a mapping of K into another endo-
field K' only if it is describable, in terms of Bernays—Godel axiomatism, as a.class 
of pairs (r, r')£KXK'. This is the case if, for an arbitrary r£K, the corresponding 
r' can be described in terms of set theory. A mapping (assumed to be admissible 
in the previous sense) rj: K-*K' will be called surjective if for each r'dK' there is 
an r£K such that r'=rj-r, and it is called injective if r1yir2^K implies rj-r^ 
^ t] • r2. This rj will be said to be a homomorphism with respect to a fundamental 
operation a> if, with ^ denoting the value of the argument of co, co is defined for rj • 
if it is defined for £ and r\ • ai(^)=m(t] • (Here £ may be a set of relations in K, 
then r\ • £ denotes {tj • r ; or a single relation in K.) 
Observat ion 1. If q is a homomorphism with respect to all projections, all 
contractions and the infinitary union then rj is surely a mapping, i.e., r\ is describable 
in terms of the Bernays—Godel system. 
To prove this observation, put D=D(E/K) and let P: X-+E be a bijective 
point. By Remark 4 in Section 4, for each r£K there is a superposition co of these 
three kinds of fundamental operations such that r=a>(D • P). But then a> is also-
1» 
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defined for tj-(D P) and rj -r=t] -œ(D • P)=œ(t] • (D • P)), i.e., rj is completely 
determined by rj • (D • P), the image of D • P. 
In spite of the above argument we should not think that for every r'£K' there 
exists a homomorphism with respect to the fundamental operations occurring in 
Observation 1 that sends D • P to r'. The reason is that a>(r') is not necessarily 
defined when co(D • P) is, or œ(D • P)=a>'(D • P) need not imply co(r')=co'(r'). 
Remark 1. If tj: K—K' is a homomorphism with respect to all contractions 
then the f/-image of every X-relation in К is an .Y-relation again. 
Really, a contraction (q>: X—Y) is defined only for X-relations and it is 
defined for all X-relations when it is a floatage (i.e., <p is a bijection), whence the 
assertion follows easily. 
Remark 2. If tj: K-*K' is a surjective homomorphism with respect to all 
projections, all contractions and the infinitary union, as in Observation 1, then there 
exists a surjective point P': 2 - Е ' belonging to r\ •{!>•?). 
To prove this remark, observe that the operations pr£ and (<p: X-~ Y) are 
punctual mappings of X-relations. If P: X-*E is an X-point then {Р\Х)-Ж^Р• X 
and ((<p) • P) • Y=P • X. Therefore, if r is an X-relation, prf r and ((p: X-*Y)~r 
have surjective points only if r has. Similarly, IJ r has some surjective point iff 
there is an rÇ. R having one. So any relation obtained from r\-(D • P) by a super-
position со of projections, contractions and infinitary unions has surjective points 
only if t\-(D-P) has. Since each r£K is of the form at(D • P) for such a super-
position со, rj -r—Tj • co(D • P)=m(ri -(D • P)) and q • r has no surjective point when 
rj-(D-P) does not have. But there are relations in K' having surjectiv points; 
indeed, the D{E'/AT')-orbit of any surjective point P' contains P'. This proves 
Remark 2. 
Now let К be an abstract endofield. A non-empty relation r£K is called irre-
ducible in К if 07*7-'cr holds for no relation r'^K. A relation r£K is said to be 
indecomposable in К if for any set RczK U • R—r implies r£R. Every irreducible 
relation is clearly indecomposable. 
Lemma 1. A relation r£K is indecomposable i f f it is the D-orbit of some point 
P: X-*-E where D—D(E/K). If the D-orbit of some surjective point P is irreducible 
in К then D is a permutation group and К is an abstract field. Further, if К is an abstract 
endofield such that D—D(E/K) is a group then all D-orbit s are irreducible. 
Proof. Let r£K be indecomposable. As r= \J D • P, there exists a point 
P g r 
P£r such that r=D • P. It is obvious that D • P is indecomposable. Now let 
P: X—E be a surjective point, and suppose D is not a permutation group. If we 
had D5=D for all <5 Ç.D then each element of the monoid D would have a left 
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inverse and, as it is well-known from the elements of group theory, D would turn 
out to be a group (of permutations, of course). Hence there is a d£D such that 
D8 is a proper subset of D. Then the D-orbit D-(S-P)=D5-P of 5 • P is a non-
empty relation in K and a proper subset of D • P. This means that D • P is not 
irreducible. Hence if D • P is irreducible then D is a subgroup of S(E) and K 
is an abstract field. Finally, if D=D(E/K) is a group then any two D-orbits are 
disjoint or coincide, whence every Z)-orbit is irreducible in K. The proof is complete. 
Let K and K' be abstract endofields on E and E', respectively, let D=D(E/K) 
and D'=D(E'/K') denote the corresponding stability monoids, and let tj: K^-K' 
be a mapping »of K into K'. With these notations fixed, we prove four lemmas. 
Lemma 2. If t] is a homomorphism with respect to the infinitary union then it 
preserves the inclusion Q between relations and semi-commutes with the infinitary 
intersection. I f , in addition, rj is surjeclive and preserves the argument set of relations 
then tj - 0=0 , t] • I(X, E)—I(X, E"), and for each point P' on E' the D'-orbit D'P' 
is the rj-image of D • P for some point P on E. 
Proof . For r,r'£K, r^=r' we have rj-rUtj-r'=ri- (rUr')=ri-r', i.e., t]-rQ 
Qrj-rIf R is a set of relations, r£R and RczK, then f l - i?^/ - for every r£R 
and we obtain IJ • ( f l • R) f ) •r — H • 0? • R). If f? is surjective and preserves 
r€ R r> 
the argument sets then ^ • 0 = 0 and t]-I(X,E)=I(X,E') easily follow from the 
fact that t] preserves the inclusion; the smallest and largest Z-relations on E are 
obviously mapped on the smallest and largest ones on E'. Assume now that t] • r = 
D' • P' where r£K and P' is a point on E'. Then t] •r=q •(\JD-P)-\Jr]-(D-P) 
per per 
and the indecomposability of r\ •r—D'- P' in K' yield the existence of some P£r 
such that D' -P'—r\ • (D-P). 
Lemma 3. Suppose t] is a homomorphism with respect to the infinitary union 
and intersection; further let 17 - 0 = 0 and r\ • I(X, E)=I(X, E') for any X. Then t] 
is also a homomorphism with respect to the negation "1, which is a partially defined 
operation on K. Moreover, if q is surjective and K happens to be an abstract field 
then the t]-images of D-orbits are D'-orbits and K' is also an abstract field. 
Proof . If r is an Z-relation and r, -r^^then tj-rUt] -(~1 - r)=ij • (rU(~l -r)) — 
=r\-I(X,E)=I{X,E') and rj-rOt] •(! • r)=r]-(rn(-\-r))=rjwhence 
>1-(1 -r) = ~] - (rj-r) follows. Now let t] be assumed surjective and let K be an abstract 
field. For each r'£K' there is an r£K with r'—t]-r. As -r also belongs to K, 
1 -r' = 1 • (tj • r) =ri • (~l -r)£K', showing that K' is also an abstract field. The sur-
jectivity of t] readily yields that t] sends indecomposable relations to indecomposable 
ones. Hence Lemma 1 applies and the proof is complete. 
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L e m m a 4. Assume that tj is a homomorphism with respect to all dilatations and 
rj • I(X, E)—I(X, £') for any X. Then the rj-image of a multidiagonal IC(E)£K is 
7C(£"), a multidiagonal of the same pattern. I f , in addition, t] - 0 = 0, t\ is a homomor-
phism with respect to the intersection and all points of a relation r in K are injective 
then so are the points of rj-r. 
Proof . Let C be an equivalence relation on an argument set X, and let i¡/ denote 
the canonical surjection X-^X* =X/C. We have Ic(E)=[\jj] • I(X*, E), whence 
rj • Ic(E)=[tl/]-(ri • I(X*, Ej)=[\l/]- I(X*, E')=IC(E'). In particular, if x,y£X then 
extx • /({x, j } , E) is a simple diagonal and tj • (extx • / ({*, j} , 2s))=extx • / ({*, j>}, E'). 
Observe that, for an Z-relation r, all Pdr are injective.iff /-next* •/({;*:, y}, E)=Q 
for any two distinct elements x and y in X; and so this property is preserved by rj. 
L e m m a 5. If rj is a homomorphism with respect to the infinitary union then the 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
(C) if R'QK', r£K and r'= U • R' equals t\ • r then there exists a mapping 
0: R'^K such that r = U -(0-R') and, for every Q'£R', »/ • (0 • = I 
(D) the t]-image of every D-orbit D-P in K is a D'-orbit (on E'J in K'. 
Proof . Assume (C) and let r=D P be a D-orbit in K. Let R'QK' be a set 
of relations such that rj -r = U • R'. Consider a mapping 0 according to (C). Then 
r= U • (0 • R') and the indecomposability of r in K (cf. Lemma 1) yield the exist-
ence of a Q'€R' such that r—Q • Q'. Therefore Q,^r'=t]-r=ti-(D-G')^Q/, i.e., 
r' = Q'. Thus r' is indecomposable in K' and Lemma 1 furnishes (D). Conversely, 
assume (D) and let rj-r be equal to r ' = U -R' for some rdK and R'%K'. As 
r— U D-P, we can define a mapping 0: R'-+K by putting 6-q'— (J D-P 
Pir ti-(DP)5e' 
for Q'£R'. Then R— U -(9-R') and TI-(6-Q')QQ' for every Q'^R'. The proof 
of the lemma is done. 
For two abstract endofields K and K', a mapping tj: K-»K' will be called 
an isomorphism of K onto K' if it is bijective and is a homomorphism with respect 
to all fundamental operations. (Note that, by Lemma 3 it is sufficient to require 
that tj be a bijective homomorphism with respect to direct fundamental operations 
' only.) As an isomorphism r\ is uniquely determined by the ij-image of the D-orbit 
D-P of a bijective point P: X-+E, there are no logical difficulties in considering 
these mappings. The image r\-(D -P) is a D'-orbit, as it follows from Lemmas 2 
and 3. If A"is an abstract field then, by Lemma 3, so is K'. Therefore, if AT is an abstract 
field then D' is a permutation group on E' and q • (£> • P)=D' • P' for some Jf-point 
P' of E'. We claim that P' is bijective. Since the points of D-P are injective, the 
same is true for r\-(D • P)=D' -P' by Lemma 4. In particular, P' is injective. If 
P' is not surjective then there are a set 2 and a point p£E/X such that P is 
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still injective and P'=(P\%). By applying the previous argument for D' • P and 
R\~X we obtain that RJ"1 • (D' • P) consists of injective points. But then D • P= 
=RI~1- (D' • -(PrI" iP' • -^) ) = P r I "('J-1 • " P)) would contain no surjec-
tive point, which is a contradiction. Therefore P' is surjective, whence it is bijective, 
indeed. 
• An obvious example of isomorphism of abstract endofields is the transporta-
tion of structures. For definition, let K be an abstract endofield on E and let s: E->-E' 
be a bijection. This bijection induces a mapping (s): r—s-r of K, and the class 
s-K={s-r\ r£K) is visibly closed under all direct fundamental operations, 
whence it is an abstract endofield. Further, (J) is a bijection of K onto s-K, 
which, by Proposition 1 (1) of Section 3, commutes with all fundamental operations. 
Therefore (J) is an isomorphism of K onto s-K, called the transportation of 
structure induced by s. If K is an abstract field then, clearly, so is s-K. 
Lemma 6. If s: E-*E' is a bijection and K is an abstract endofield on E then 
DiE'ls-K^sDiEIK^-i. 
Proof . Let r£K and let 8 be a self-mapping of E. Then 8-rQr iff sdlE-rQs-r 
iff s5(s~1s)-rQs-r iff which proves the lemma. 
C o n s e q u e n c e . When K happens to be an abstract field thenG(E'/s-K)= 
=sG(E/K)s~1. 
T h e o r e m (the isomorphism theorem of abstract Galois theory). Every iso-
morphism of an abstract field is a transportation of structure. 
Proof . We have seen that each ^-point of E is of the form <5 • P for a suitable 
<5: E^E. Considering £5.p,p=(-P_1|<5-E)(D • P) we have (es.PtP) • (5 • P)=(P\Xs.p), 
where J^d_p=P~1 • (5 • E), and 5 • P=[ss.PiP]-(P\%d.P). Now, if a is a permuta-
tion of E, so G • E=E and these formulas turn into A • P=[EA,P ^[ • P; 
i.e. aoP—PoeA.P P and EA.P p is a permutation of So for any permutation A of 
E there exists one (and only one) permutation E(ff)=EA.PTP of X such that aoP= 
Pos(ff), e(<r) being clearly dependent on the choice of P; further, for every permuta-
tion e of 2 there exists one and only one permutation A(e) of E such that A(e)OP= 
=Poz. We obviously have e(o)=P~1oooP and a(e)=PozoP~1. Let G stand for 
G(EIK) and put r=G P. For E£S(X) we have [e] •/•=[£]• (<? -P)=G • ([e]-P) = 
=G-(o(e)-P)=Ga(e)-P and, as P is surjective, [e] • rHr=Ga(e) • Pf)G • P= 
=(Gff(e)r\G)-P, which is either r=G-P or 0 depending on <j (S) 6 G or <7(s)ff G. 
But O(e)£G iff e=e(c7(s))=P~1oa(e)op belongs to P^oGoP. So [e]-rC\r=r if 
s Z P - i G P and [ e ] - r f > = 0 if E^P^GP. 
Now if ri: K-*K' is an isomorphism of an abstract field K on E onto an abstract 
endofield K' on E' then K' is also an abstract field and rj -(G • P)=G' • P' where 
G'=G(E'/K') and P'\ is a bijective point. For a permutation s of E an 
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analogous reasoning shows that [e]-r'flr' is r' or 0 according to eZP'^GP' or 
eiP'-^GP', where r'=G'-P'. 
Put s-P'p-1: E^E', which is a bijection of E onto E'. We have ( s ) - ( G - P ) = 
=s-(G • P) =sG • P=sGs~1 • (s -P ) = JGJ"1 • (P'?'1 • P) =sGs~1 • P'P^P^sGs-1 • P'. 
Since rj is a K-*K' isomorphism, we have [e] • rC\r=r=>[e] • (t] • r)C\(t]-r)=t] • r and 
[e]-rnr=0=>[E]-(»/-r)nO/-r)=//-0=0. So etP^GP iff stP'^G'P'. Therefore 
we have p-1GP=P'~1G' P' and G'=(P' p-^Gi?' P~1)-1=sGs~1. Thus rj-(G-P) = 
=G' • P'=sGs~1 • P' =sG • (s-1 • P')=sG • (PP'-1 • P')=sG •P=s-(G • P)=(s) -,(G • P). 
As r\-(G-P) determines the isomorphism r\, we have rj =(s), which completes 
the proof. 
Starting from this theorem, it is easy to develop a formalism for abstract field 
extensions that I have already done in [1], i.e., an analogous counterpart of the 
classical Galois theory. Indeed, let K/k be an extension of abstract fields. An iso-
morphism r\: K-*K is called an isomorphism of K/k or an isomorphism with respect 
to k if its restriction to k is the identical mapping l t . If rj is an isomorphism of K/k 
then it is induced by a bijection a: E—E which preserves all r£k, i.e., by a 
o£G(E/k). Two isomorphisms of K/k, say (a) and (T) induced by a, r£G(E/k), 
coincide if and only if for every r£K we have a • r=(<j) • r=(r)-r=r • r, i.e. 
c~1T-r=r, which is equivalent to a~it^G{E/K) and also to -z^aG{E/K). There-
fore if G(K/k) denotes the set of isomorphisms of K/k then t]-<-{o£G(E/k); (a)=ri} 
is a bijection of G(K/k) onto G(E/k)/G(E/K), the set of left residue classes of 
G(E/k) modulo G(E/K). The cardinal number [K:k]=card G(K/k) is called the 
Galois degree of K/k. Note that [£:£] is equal to the index ( G ( E / k ) : G ( E / K ) ) of 
G(E/K) in G(E/k). In case L, K and k are abstract fields and L^K^k then 
L/k is called an (abstract) overextension of K/k while K/k is an (abstract) 
subextension of L/k. Every rj£G(K/k) is induced by some t\'£G{L/K)\ really, t] 
is a transposition of structures induced by some a£G(E/k), which induces 
an appropriate isomorphism ttf of L/k. Clearly, [L:k]=[G (E/k): G (E/Lj) — 
=(G(E/k):G(E/K))(G(E/K):G(E/L))=[L:K][K:k]. An abstract field extension K/k 
is called normal if rj-K=K holds for every t]£G(K/k), i.e., if every isomorphism 
of K/k is an automorphism. In case K/k is an abstract field extension then 
K/k is normal iff a-K=K for all o£G(E/k) (here we put (a) instead of rf), i.e., 
iff oG(E/K)a~1=G(E/cr-K)=G(E/K). So K/k is normal iff G(E/K) is invariant 
in G(E/k). Let K/k be a normal extension; the second isomorphism theorem of 
group theory readily yields that the mapping L—G(K/L) is a decreasing bijection 
from the set {L; K ^ L ^ k } of all intermediate abstract fields onto the set of 
all subgroups of G(K/k), and L/k is normal iff G(K/L) is invariant in G(K/k). 
In case L/k is normal then each t]£G(K/k) induces an automorphism fj=(tj\L) 
of L/k, and the mapping rj-*fj is a homomorphism of G(K/k) onto G (L/k) 
with the kernel G{K/L). So G(L/k) is canonically isomorphic to G(K/k)/G(K/L). 
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D e f i n i t i o n . Let K and K' be abstract endofields with respective base sets E 
and E'. A mapping tj: K—K' is called a homornorphism of Konto K' if it is surjective, 
it is a homornorphism with respect to the infinitary union, all projections, all exten-
sions, all contractions and all dilatations, and, further, it satisfies the following 
condition 
(C) If r'=t]-r= U -R' for an arbitrary r£K and a set R'QK' then there 
exists a mapping 9: R'—K such that all 9-G' (Q'£R') have the same argument 
set, r = U • (0 • R') and, for every Q' £R',t\-(0• Q') g Q'. 
Before formulating and proving a "homornorphism theorem" of abstract Galois 
endotheory, some special kinds of homomorphisms will be introduced. 
1. Representative homomorphisms. Let D be a subsemigroup of D(E), i.e., a 
semigroup of self-mappings of E. A surjection f : E—E' will be called a representa-
tion of D if f-x=f-y implies / • (<5 • x)=f • (5 • jy), for every x,y£E and <5€D. 
When / is a representation of D and e'dE' then there is an e£E such that 
e'=f-e and f-(S-e) does not depend on the particular choice of e. So 5f: e' — 
= / • e—/• (<5 • e) is a self-mapping of E' such that f5—dff. Clearly, a surjection 
/: E-~E' is a representation of D if and only if for each 8 there exists a 8f 
such that the diagram 
£•— E 
(D) | / J/ 
E' 
commutes. We will write Df = {8f; d£D}. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let K be an abstract endofield with base set E, put D=D(E/K), 
and let f : E +E' be a representation of D. Then the mapping ( / ) : r-*f • r is a 
homornorphism of K onto an endofield K' where K' is the endofield determined by the 
property Df =--D(E'/K'). 
These kinds of homomorphisms will be called representative. 
The p r o o f requires the axiom of choice. By Proposition 1 of Section 3 , / c o m -
mutes with all operations required by the definition of homomorphisms between 
endofields. For any point P of E we have ( / ) -(D-P) = / • (D • P) =fD -P= 
= {fS-P; 5£D} = {Sff-P; 5£D}=D'f-P=Df-(f-P). So the (/)-image of the 
D-orbit of P is the D^-orbit of f-P. Hence ( / ) satisfies (C) by Lemma 5. We have 
seen that ( / ) is a mapping of K into the abstract endofield K' defined by 
D(E'IK')—Df. Now it has remained to show that this mapping is surjective, i.e., 
there is a point P: X-~E such that f-P is a bijective point of E'. Take a bijective 
point P': X'-^E'. As f-E—E', the axiom of choice yields the existence of 
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a mapping h: E'-*E such that foh = \E.. So by putting P—h- P' =hoP' we have 
f-P=foP=fo(hoP')=(foh)oP' = lE,oP'=P', completing the proof. 
2. Norms and pseudo-norms. Let K/k be an extension of abstract endofields 
with a base set E. For rdK the set of relations gdk that includes r (as a subset) is 
not empty. The intersection of all these e also belongs to k and it is the smallest 
relation in k that includes r. This relation will be called the norm of r in K/k (or, 
in other words, with respect to k), and will be denoted by NK/k(r). Yet, we need to 
consider a more general situation, too. Let £ be a subset of E and let K and k be 
abstract endofields with respective base sets £ and E. Put D—D(E/K), A=D(E/k) 
and AE = {8eA; <5-£g£}. If D is a submonoid of ( A e \ E ) = {(8\E); 8£AE} then 
K will be said to be a pseudo-extension of k, and K/k will be called a pseudo-extension 
of abstract endofields. As £ £ £ , the relations on £ are relations on E as well. So, 
for each r£K there is a smallest relation in k that includes r, and it will still be 
denoted by HKjk(r) and called the pseudo-norm of r in K/k (or with respect to k). 
Clearly, NK/k(r)=A r. In particular, if r=D-P is the 5-orbit of some point 
P of £ then NKLK(D -P)—A - P. It is obvious that the mapping NK/k: r-»NK/k(r) 
is a homomorphism with respect to the infinitary union, all projections, all con-
tractions and all dilatations. But, generally, the pseudo-norm is not a homomorphism 
with respect to extensions and it is not a surjection of K onto k. (Note that the 
norm is always a surjection of K onto k since it is the identity mapping when restricted 
to k.) We shall study necessary and sufficient conditions for NK/k commuting with 
extensions or being surjective. As the pseudo-norm of a D-orbit is a zl-orbit, condi-
tion (C) is satisfied by NKjk in virtue of Lemma 5. 
Lemma 7. A pseudo-norm NK/k is a homomorphism with respect to all extensions 
if and only if (A\E) = AlE~E)D where A®~E) = {8<iA; 8 • £=£}. In particular, for 
a norm NK/k, i f f A=A(S) -D where D=D(E/K) and /d(s) is the monoid of all self-
surjections of E. 
Proof. (The necessity part requires the axiom of choice.) As pseudo-norms 
commute with the infinitary unions, it suffices to prove the lemma only for D-orbits. 
Let P: X—£, r=D P, and let X' be a disjoint union X'=Xi) Y. Then we have 
NK/k(r)=A-F, e x t x . - r = B - P X E Y , e x t x . - N K / k ( r ) = A - P X E y and NK/k(extx, • /•) = 
=A - (D • PXEr). Denoting by g this last relation, let us calculate it. According 
to the usual conventions, an X'-point P' will be written as an ordered pair (P, P*) 
where P=(P'\X) is an X-point and P*=(P'\Y) is a 7-point. Then 
e= U 8 • (D • PXEr) = {(5 • (3 • P), 5 • P*); (8, 8, P*)£A XDXEY} = 
= U U ({85-P}x(8.E)r)= u ({P}X U (S-S)r) 
EEJIED REJ-P AEE(P) 
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where &(P) = {5^A-, (3S<=D)(55 • P=P)} and, as P-XQE, SB • P=(S$\E) • P. If 
P£A-F=(A\E)-P then there exists a <5: E-»E, 3£0d|£), such that P=5-P. 
Further, if F: X-*E is surjective then this 3 is unique and S - P = S 5 - P implies 
S=DS. Hence, in this case,. 0(.P)=0(3) = {<5£ ;̂ (3S£D)(55=$)}. In the general case 
we have 0(3)QO(P). Since ext*. • NK,k(r)=A • PXEY= |J ( { / > }x£ r ) , the equality 
PIAP 
NK/k(extx. • r)=extx, • NK/k(r) holds for every X'^X and for every Z)-orbit r = D P 
with argument set X if and only if for every Pa A • P and for every set Y we have 
EY = (J (8-E) Y . When F: X-+E is surjective, this condition turns into the fol-
netf) 
lowing one: for every $£(A\E) and for every set Y we have Er— |J (8-E) Y . 
iiOii) 
Note that this later condition implies the former one for each P£A-P. So this is 
a condition we were looking for, i.e., a necessary and sufficient condition for NK/k 
commuting with all extensions. Further, this commutativity holds for all r£K if 
it holds for the 25-orbit of only one surjective point P. This condition is certainly 
satisfied if, for each 3€(J|£), there exists a 5^0(3) such that 5-E=E, i.e., if 
S=5B<iAV-E>D, i.e., if ( A ^ — A ^ ^ D . But, by Cantor's diagonal method and 
using the axiom of choice, we will prove that if <5 • E ^ E holds for some fixed 
$£(A\E) with all 5£6(5), i.e., if (A^^A^^D, then there exists a 7 such that 
EY* U (S-E)r. 
Indeed, if for all 5eO(3) we have d-E^E, take a 7 with card Fscard 0(3). 
Then there exists an injection ip: 0(3)-* Y. The set (8-E)Y consists of all y-points 
Q: Y-+E satisfying Q-y^b-E for any y£Y. But if all 8-E differ from £ then, 
by the axiom of choice, there is a 7-point Q of E such that Q • (\j/ • S)£d • E for no 
¿€0(3). So Q cannot belong to any (5-E)Y and, consequently, does not belong 
to the uniqn |J (S • E)Y. Hence this union cannot be EY. 
When the condition of this lemma is satisfied, the corresponding pseudo-norm 
or norm NK/k is said to be regular. 
Lemma 8. The pseudo-norm NK/k: K^k is surjective if and only if there exist 
a subset E* of E and 8,5'^A such that (5\E*): E*^E is bijective and S'(S\E*) = lEf. 
(Note that in case NK/k is a norm, this condition is always satisfied by E*=E—E 
and S=d' = lE.) 
Proof. Let P: X-*E be a bijective point of E, and assume that NK/k is surjec-
tive. Then there is an r£K such that NK/k(r)=A • P. Further, by Lemma 2, this 
r can be chosen to be a D-orbit D • P. But then NK/k(D • F ) = A - P implies A-P = 
—A-P. As P£A-P and P£A-P, this equality yields the existence of some <5 
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and 8' in A such that P=8-P and P=8' -P. Since A8 and AS' are subsets of A, 
the existence of these 8 and 8' is, in fact, equivalent to the equation A -P=A- P. 
The point P is a mapping of 2 into £, whence E*=P • XcE. So 8 • E*=8 (P • 2) = 
=(8 • P) • X=P • and from the injectivity of P=8 • P=(<5|P • 2) •P=(8\E*) • P 
we obtain that both P and (<5|£*) must be injective. That is, (<5|£*) is a bijection 
of E* onto E. We have <5'(<5|£*) • P=8'-((<5|£*) •P)=8' • (8 • P)=8' • P=P. As P 
is injective and E*=P-%, we have <5'(<5|£*)=: 1E„. Conversely, let £*, 5 and 8' 
satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Then, as S^A^*"®, we have (¿|£*) • £ * = £ , 
and <5'(<5|£*) = 1E. implies 8'-E=E*QE. SO P=8' • P is a point of £, because 
P-X=(8'-P)-X=8'-(P-X)=8' • £ = £ * . Now ¿ ' ( ¿ l E * ) ^ , yields that both 8' 
and (¿|£*) are bijective and they are inverses of each other. So (8\E*)8' = \E and <5 • P= 
=(8\E*)-(8'-P)=(8\E*)8'-P^e-P^^P and NK/k(D-P)=A-P. Since J-.Pgen-
erates k (cf. Remark 4 in Section 4), NK/k is surjective, indeed. 
A pseudo-norm satisfying the conditions of Lemma 8 will be called a quasi-
norm while the corresponding pseudo-extension will be called a quasi-extension. 
In particular, norms are always quasi-norms. We have seen that a pseudo-norm 
is a homomorphism of endofields iff it is a regular quasi-norm. 
Remark 3. Let K/k be a pseudo-extension, and let E and EQE be the 
base sets of k and K, respectively. Assume further that K/k is either a regular or a 
quasi-extension. Then card £=card E. 
To check this remark it is sufficient to show that card £ s card £ . If K/k is 
regular and A=D(E/k) then is not empty. Hence, by the axiom of choice, 
the assertion follows. In the other case, when K/k is a quasi-extension, there are a 
set E*QE and a 8€A such that (<5|£*) is a bijection of E* onto E and 
card £=card £*^card £. 
Theorem. (Homomorphism theorem of abstract Galois endotheory.) Let K 
and K' be abstract endofields with base sets E and E' and endomorphism monoids 
D—D(E/K) and D' =D(E'/K'), respectively. Let rj: K-+K' be a homomorphism 
of K onto K'. Then there is a representation f : £-£' QE' of D such that (f-K)/K' 
is a regular quasi-extension and r\ =N(j.K)jK,o(f). 
Proof. Let P: %^-E be a bijective point. Then, by Lemma 5, r\ maps 
the £>-orbit D P onto the ZX-orbit D'-P' of some X-point P': Let 
f=P'P~1: £ - £ ' and £ ' =P'-X=f-E. Clearly,/is a surjection of E onto £ ' g £ ' 
and P'=f P. 
Let an arbitrary 8 belong to D. Then 8 • P=[ss.pp] • (P\X) where X^P'1 • (8 • E). 
But the D-orbit of 8-P is D-(8 • P)=D8 • PQD • P as D8QD. Since all mappings 
commute with projections and dilatations, we have D-(8-P) =D • ([e,.^p] prx • P) = 
—[Es.ptp] prx • (D -P). But tj is a homomorphism with respect to the same opera-
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tions. So 
V(D-(S-P)) = [sd.P,P] pr* .{r,.(D- P)) = 
= ks.p.p] Prx • {D' • P') = D' • P] • (.P'\X)). 
As the mapping / also commutes with projections and dilatations, we have 
= /• (fe.p.p] • № ) = f-(S • P) — fd - P, 
whence fd • P£T] • (D • (D • P)). But, as D-{5-P)QD-P and RJ is a homomorphism 
with respect to U, Lemma 2 yields t]-{D-(5-P))^t] -(D-P)=D' • P' —D'f • P. So 
there exists a 8'£D' such that f8 • P=8'f-P=(8'\E')f-P. The bijectivity of P 
implies fd=(8'\E')f. On the other hand, as / • £ = £ ' and f5 • E=f •(S-E)Q 
Qf-E=E', we have (d'\E')-E'={5'\E')f-E=f5-E<^E'. That is, (<5'|£') is a 
self-mapping of E'. By this we have seen that, for each <5€ A there is a self-mapping 
5' of £ ' making the diagram (D) commutative, i.e., satisfying f8=S'f. So / is a 
representation of D, and the preceeding (8'\E') is just 8f. Further, as 8'^D' and 
D'-E'QE', we have that (5'\E')£(D'e,\E') and DS Q(D'e,\E'). Therefore ( / • K)/K' 
is a pseudo-extension. 
Consider a D-orbit D • P. We have 
D-P = D- ([sPiP] • (P\XP)) = [ePiP] prXp • (D • P). 
So 
r, .(D-P) = [eP>P] pr*p • (D' • P') = D' • ([£p,p] pr*p • (/• P)) = 
= D' • ( / • ([8p,P] prXp. P)) = D ' f . P i D ' f . P = ( / ) .(D. P). 
So, for any Z>-orbit r=D • P, t] • r is a D'-orbit containing the Z^-orbit Df - ( f - P) = 
=(f)-r, whence it is the least relation in K' containing ( / ) • r. Therefore t\ • r = 
=N<j-.K)iK'{(f)'r)> ^ e same is true for every r£K since r is a union of D-orb its 
and both / and t] commute with this union. We have seen that t]=N^f.K)/K'0(f). 
It is easy to see that Nif.K)/K. is a surjective mapping of f• K into K'; really, 
if r'dK' then there is an r£K such that r' —r] • r=N(f.K)/K,((f)-r) and ( f ) - r — 
=f-r£f-K. So ( f - K ) / K ' is a quasiextension and N(f.K)/K, is a quasi-norm. In 
order to show that it is also regular, let Y be arbitrary. Then 
r,-(D-PXE*) = r,.(D. P)XE'Y = Nif.K)/K.(f. (D • P))xE'Y 
and, as ( / ) commutes with dilatations, 
n • (D • PXEY) = N(f.K)IK.((f) • (D • PxEY)) = Nif.K),K,{f. (D • P)xE'Y). 
So N(f.K)/K,(f- (D • P)XE'Y)=N(f.K)IKL{f. (D • P))XE'Y. But f.(D-P)=fD.p= 
=DSf • P—D* • (/• P), and f-P: X^E' is a surjective point of £ ' . So N(f.K)lK. 
commutes with all extensions of the D'-orbit of some surjective point, and we have 
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seen in the proof of Lemma 7 that then the same is true for every relation /•£/• K. 
Hence N(f.K)jK. is regular. The proof of the homomorphism theorem of Galois 
endotheory is complete. 
It would be interesting -to see what the possible decompositions of a given 
homomorphism rj: K^K', as products of a quasi-norm and a representative homo-
morphism, are. The formulate a result of this kind, let ri=Nif.K-)/K.o(f) be one of 
these decompositions, and put E'=f-E. Then we have 
Propos i t ion 2. Let 
A' = {5'£D' =D(E'/K'y, (38"£D%8"8'\E') = {8"\8' • E')(8'\E') = lr)}-
Then the set of all desired decompositions of rj is {N(6,i.K)iK.o(8'f)\8'^A'}. 
Proof. Let P" be some generating point of q • (D • P)=D' • P', i.e., let P" 
be a point with the property D' -P"=D' -P'. By the preceeding proof, if f'=P"p~x 
then r]=N(r.K)iK.o(f'). Now let rj=Nu-..K)iK,o(f) where / ' is a represen-
tation of D—D(E/K). Then ( / ' ) • (D • P)=Df' • ( / ' • P) and D' • P'=r\ (D - P) = 
=N(r.K)IK'{Dr • (J' • P))=D' • ( f • P). So P"=f • Pis a generating point off/ -(D-P) 
and / ' = P " P _ 1 . Therefore the considered decompositions correspond to different 
generating points of f/ • (Z) • P). 
Butif P"£ti-(D-P)=D' -P' then there exists a 8'£D' suchthat P"=8'-P' = 
=8'f • P. Further, P" is a generating point of D' • P' iff there exists a 8"£D' such 
that 8"-P"=P'. As P' •X=E', this means that {b" 8'\E') = \e , . In this case 
f=P"p-i=(8' •P')p-1=8'o(P'p-1)=8,of=S,f. Thus the proposition is proved. 
Case of finite base sets. In the finite base set case card £'=card E' and 
card E'scard ^P=card E imply that E'=E'. So every quasi-norm is a norm. If 
tj: K->-K' is a homomorphism then, consequently, we have f/=7V(/.K)/K-o(/) where 
N(f K)/K' is a regular norm and /:' E-+E' is a representation of D. 
Proposi t ion 3 (P. Lecomte). If ri = N(f.K)/lco(f) is a K—K' homomorphism 
such that f : E^-E' is a representation of D=D(E/K) (i.e., N(f.KyK. is a regular 
norm) and if t] is bijective then f is bijective, too, and f -K=K'. That is, in this case 
rj is a transportation of structures and, in particular, it is an isomorphism of K onto K'. 
Proof. If >/ is bijective then so is ( / ) , too. But if f : E->-E' is not bijective 
then there are ex, e2£E, e^e2, suchthat / • e1 =f • ea. Let P: X-+E be a bijective 
point and X1,X2£X such that P- x1=el and P-x2=e2. Consider the point 
P: defined by (P |^ \{xj . , x 2 } ) ^ P | X \ { x 1 , x2}) and P • x^=P • x2=e1. The 
D-orbits of P and P are different, because PiD-P is injective but no point in D-P 
can be injective. But if e' =f- ex = / • e2 then ( / ) • (D • P) =Df • ( / • P) and ( / ) • (D • P) = 
=Df • ( / • P) coincide since for any x2} we have ( / • P) • x=f -(P• x) = 
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= / . ( / » . * ) = ( / • ? ) . * while ( / • / * ) • * , = / . ( P - x ^ f - e ^ e ' and ( / • / > ) • * , = 
=f.(P-xi)=f-el=e', i=1, 2. That is, when / i s not injective then ( / ) is not either. 
We have seen that ( / ) : K-<-f-K is a bijection, Whence it is a surjection of K 
onto f-K. But then N(f.K)/Kr. f-K^K' must be a bijection of f-K onto K'. 
If r£f-K then Na.K)jK' •r=N(f.K),K,(N{f.K)IK, -r) and the injectivity of N(f.K)IK. 
yields r=N(f.K)/K. -r. Thus N(f.K)/K- is the identity mapping of K and K'— 
—N(f.K)/K. -K=K. So rj—(f) is a transportation of structures. (Hence tj is an 
isomorphism and so is t]~1.) 
Consequence . If K is an abstract endofield with finite base set then every bijec-
tive homomorphism of K is a transportation of structure (whence it is an isomorphism). 
Indeed, every quasi-norm is a norm in this case. 
To close this paragraph we mention some open problems. Given an arbitrary 
bijective homomorphism w: K-+K' of abstract endofields, is it always true that 
(a) it is a transportation of structure? 
(/?) it is an isomorphism? 
(7) t]~] is a homomorphism of K' onto K7 
and 
(<5) the condition (y) implies (a) and (/?)? (In other words, can a regular quasi-
norm be injective without being a representative homomorphism?) 
6. Abstract Galois set theory 
Let k be an abstract endofield on E. For e£E the relation (x; e)={{x—e}} 
is independent of the particular choice of x up to restricted floating equivalence; 
and it will be identified with e if considered modulo this equivalence. So the endo-
extension of k generated by (x; A) = {(x; a); a£A) does not depend on the choice 
of x; it will be denoted by k(A) and called the set-extension of k generated by A 
(or by the adjunction of A). Extensions of the form k(A)/k, where AQE, are 
called set extensions; their study is called abstract Galois set theory. One of the 
main problems in this theory is to describe the set Ak = {a£E~, (x; a)dk(A)} in 
terms of k and A. This set Ak will be called the rationality domain of k(A). Clearly, 
Ak is the set of all eQ_E preserved by every 5dD(E/k(A)) that fixes the points 
of A. Another problem, which has been studied only in some particular cases and will 
not be considered here, is to characterize the monoids of the form D(E/k(A)) or 
groups of the form G(E/k(A)) where AQE. u 
Theorem 1. Let A be a subset of E. The set-extension k(A) is the class of all 
relations that are (infinitary) unions of relations of the form 
(0) pr x . ( r i l ( H ext x - (x; 0-x))) 
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where X is an argument set, X and X0 are subsets of X, X=X\JX0, r is an X-rela-
tion in k, and 0: X0—A is a mapping of X0 into A. 
r-
Proof . Clearly, every relation of the considered form belongs to k(A) as we 
have only used direct fundamental operations to obtain it from r£kQk(A) and 
from certain (x;a),a€A. Further, every r£/c is of this form (take Xo=0 and 
X=X), and so is every (x; a), a£A (take X={x}=X=X0 and 0: x—a). So, 
to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that the considered class of relations is 
closed with respect to all direct fundamental operations. But before doing so let us 
make some remarks. " 
Remark 1. Let X^X'QX0, let r be an ¿"-relation on E, and let r„ be an 
¿"„-relation on E. Then prx. • (r f lext x • /-0) = prx. • r Dextx . • r0. 
Indeed, let P'\ X'^E be an X'-point. We have P'€piV • ( r n e x t x - r 0 ) iff 
there exists an ¿"-point P£r such that P' =(P\X') and (P\X0)£r0. But this means 
that P'£prx.-r and (/>|X0)=((/>|X')|X0)=(P'|X0). So the additional condition 
(P\Xa)£ra is equivalent to (P'\XQ)£rQ, proving the remark. 
Remark 2. A relation of the form (g) but hurting the condition X=XUX0 
can be represented as a relation fully being of the form (g). 
Indeed, as extx • (x; 6 • x)=ext x ° ext^ • (x; 6 • x) and 
f | ext x - (x; 0 • x) = ext£° • f | extXo-(x; 9 -x) , x£X0 x€X0 
the relation (g) can also be written as prx • (rflextx • /•„) with r0= H - ( x ; 0 - x ) . 
Suppose X^XUX0 and put X' =X{JXa12XQ. Then, by Remark 1, 
prx • (r 0 extx • r0) = pr % prx- • (r D extx • r0) = 
= pr* • (Prx- • r n extx. • r0) = prx • (prx- • r n ( n extx. • (x; 0 • x))). 
X<=X0 
Since p r x . - r £ k , this last expression is also of the form (g) with X'=XUXg in-
stead of X. 
Remark 3. Let r be an ¿"-relation, and \etXQX, ¿TO 7 = 0 . Then extX(jy prx • r= 
Indeed, as ATI Y=0, an (¿"U 7)-point P* can be represented by a uniquely deter-
mined pair (P, Q) where P is an X-point, Q is a 7-point, and P * = ( P , Q)£extxy prx • r 
is equivalent to P g p r y r . But then (P, Q)=((P, Q)\X\J 7) , and P£r is equiv-
alent to P * = ( P , 0 6 e x t x u y -r. So F*£ext X u y prx •/• is equivalent to the existence 
of an (XU7)-point P* such that P*=(P*\XUY) and P*£extXUY-r, i.e., to 
P*£pr X u y ext x u j. • r. This proves the remark. 
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Now we can start to prove the theorem. The closedness with respect to the 
infinitary union needs no argument. As infinitary intersections distribute over in-
finitary unions and the rest of the direct fundamental operations commute with 
the infinitary union, it will be sufficient to prove that these direct fundamental 
operations applied to relations of the form (g) yield relations of the same form. 
(a) The case of the infinitary intersection. Let us have a set R of relations 
with a common argument set X and assume that each Q£R is equal to 
ргх-(г(е)П( П extX ( e )-(x;0 e-x))) 
*€X0(e) 
where r(g)£k is an A^-relation, XQ((?)£X(Q) =XUX0(Q) and 0e is a mapping 
of into A. We will write д*=г(д)Г\( П • (extw > • (x; 0 • x))). By Lemma 1 
xix0(e) 
of Section 2 we have 
П • Л = П рг 2 -в*=-рг , . (П<*>•**) 
ебя J 
where П ^ denotes the semi-free intersection of anchor X and R* = {0*; G£R}. 
Let us study this semi-free intersection. Without changing в. let us float the argu-
ments in X(Q)\X so that the sets Y(Q)=X(Q)\X become pairwise disjoint; wecan 
assume that this has already been done. Then f l ^ turns, up to canonical identi-
fication, into the ordinary intersection. On the other hand, a floatage (<p) of Q* 
does not affect the form of this relation; really, we have 
(<p)• Q* = ((p)• r(e)П( П -((р-Х\ВВ-x)) = 
*€X„(e) 
= Ы - г ( е ) П ( П ext,.x ( e ) •( j , в ^ ' 1 -y)). 
As X£X(Q)\X are the only floating arguments, the previous floatage preserves X 
and ВДФ-1 • x=9g -x holds for every x£X. Suppose that this preliminary floatage 
has already been done and let us return to the previous notations. Let Y(Q)=X(Q)\X, 
%O(E)=XO(e)n*. Y= U Y(Q), J 0 = U XO(FI), X0=X0()Y and X= и X(E) = 
e£R еея 
—X U Y where U stands for the disjoint union. We have 
П(/>-R* = П extx • e * = П (extx - ф ) П ( П extx • (*; ве • x))) = 
= ( П extx • ф ) ) П ( П П e x v (x; Be • x)). 
For x£X0, let R(X) = {Q£R; Х£.Хо(£>)}. Then the preceding expression turns into 
( П « t , . r ( e ) ) n ( n П ех1*.(х;0,-*))П(Л П ext*.(*; 0e-x)). 
2 
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If this relation is empty then it belongs to k, and so does its X--projection 0 • R. If 
D • then, for every x£X0, f | e x t x } • (x; 0e • x )=ext x • f | O; 9e • and 
H (x; 9C • X)T* 0. This means that 0e • x does not depend on g£.R(x), so it 
C 6 R ( x ) 
will be denoted by 0-x . As Yis the disjoint union of Y(g), g£R, each yd: Y belongs 
to exactly one Y(Q); let 9-y stand for the corresponding 9g -y. So 9: x—9-x 
is a mapping of X0—X0U Y into A, and f | (x; 9.-x)—(x; 0 • x) for x£X0 
eeRW 
while (x; 9e -x )=(x; 9 • x) for x£ Y. Therefore, in case fl • R^Q, we have 
nJP• R* = ( f l extx• r ( C ) )n ( f l extx- (x; 0 • x)). 
etR *6X0 
Hence, putting r= f ) extx -r(g)£k, we have fl • 7?=prx • (Vn( H ext x - (x;0-x)) ) . eZR x€X0 
Consequently, D-.R. is of the form (g). Besides, we have X 0 U X ^ Y U X = X , 
implying X = X 0 U X . 
03) Projections. For %QX, 
pri-(prj-(rri( f ) extx-(x; 0-x)))) = pr x - (rH( f l extx-(x; 0-x))), xex0 xex0 
which is of the form (Q) again except that l U I 0 may differ from X. But this is not 
essential by Remark 2 of this section. 
(y) Extensions. If X' then, by Remark 3 of this section, 
extf- pr* • (rD ( D extx • (x;0- x))) = prT • (extxuX, • (rfl ( f | extx • (x; 0 • x)))) = 
x€X0 x£X0 
= prx-• (extx u x ,• r f l ( f l extxuX• (x; 0• x))). 
X£XQ 
(e) Contractions. Let £ = p r x • g*, where e * = r f l ( H ext x-(x; 0-x)), and 
let the contraction (q>)=((p: X—Y) be applicable to g. Let T(ip) be the type of q>, 
and let cp: X-Y=YU(X\X) be a surjection such that (q>\X)=<p and (<p|(;r\X)) 
is the identity. (F and X\X are assumed to be disjoint as otherwise we may perform 
a floatage of the arguments in X\X.) Now T(<p) and T(q>) coincide on X, and 
T(<p) induces the discrete (i.e. the smallest) equivalence on X\X. As prx • g* is 
compatible with cp, g* is compatible with T(cp). So 
e* = (g*niTM(E)) = (rr\ITM(E))C\( n extx-(x, 0-x)), 
and r '=rn/r ( P ) (£ ) is also an X-relation of k. If then we have 0 - x x = 0 - x 2 
for x1, x2£ X0\X, since otherwise / T ( 9 ) (E) f lextx • (xx; 0 • xx) flextx • (x2; 0 • x2) 
would be empty. As (<p) commutes with fl and (cp) • IT(9)(E)=EY, we have 
($) • Q = pr^,x • (((p) • Q*) = pry • ((q>) • rTI( n extY -(cp-x; 0 • x))). 
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This means that (cp) • Q is of the form (Q), where X, X and X0 are replaced by 
Y=<p-X=ip-XUiXXJ), Y=q>-X and Y0=cp-X0, r is replaced by (<p)-r' = 
=(<p)-(rfMTM(E)), and the X0-point 0: X0—A is replaced by (cp\X0) • 0, which 
is well-defined as 0 is compatible with (cp\X0). 
(e) Dilatations. We preserve the meanings of X, X, X0, g, g*, r and 0, but 
consider a surjection Y—X instead of <p: X-~Y. We suppose that, by some 
preliminary semi-free floatage of anchor X, X is already transformed so that 
( A r \ X ) f l F = 0 . Let 7 = F U ( X V 0 , and let ^: Y^X be the surjection for which 
(\j/\X)=iI/ and (\j/\(X\X)) is the identity. Obviously, we have [ip] • q =pry • ([ij/] • g*). 
But 
W • Q* = m • rn( n W • ext* • .(*; 0 • *)), xiX„ 
and [ifr] • r£k. As it is easy to see, 
W-extx-(x; 0-x) = W-extx• {{x - 0 • x}} = 
= / r w ) ( £ ) f l ( f l ext r.{{y~e.x = 6il,-y}} = 
yilp-i-X 
= iTm(E)n( n exty-C; fy-y))-
ytili-i-x 
So, if Y0=\J/~1 • X0 and r=[ij/] •/•fl/r(^)(£'), we have 
W-Q* = W-rf)ITm(E)f)( H f l ext Y-(y;fy.y)) = jcex0y€il>-l-x 
= f f l ( n extyC; fy-y)). 
yer0 
This means that [¡¡¡] • g is still of the form (g), where X, X0 ,X,r. and 0 are replaced 
by Y=\]/~1-X, y 0 = ^ - i . j r 0 t Y - X , f=[\l)]-rr\ITm(E) and 0^-: Y^A. The 
theorem is proved. 
Remark 4. The relation e*=rf l ( H extx-(x; 0-x)) is the set of all points 
P£r which extend the X0-point 0: Xu—A on X. 
Remark 5; If k is an abstract field then so is k(A). Therefore, in this case, the 
class of infinitary unions of relations of the form (g) is also closed with respect to the 
negation ~1. 
Really, every S£D(E/k)=G(E/k) is a permutation on E. But 5 • (x; a)Q(x\ a) 
holds iff 5-a=a, which implies <5 • (x; a)=(x; a). Therefore every S£D(E/k(A)) 
not only stabilizes but preserves every (x;a),a£A. Thus D(E/k(A))—G(E/k (A)) 
and k(A) is an abstract field. The rest of the remark can be proved directly; note 
that even in case r is of the form (g), ~\r is an infinitary union of relations of the 
form (g) in general. 
1» 
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Operations generated by relations. Let D be a subset of Ex. A mapping co: D^-E 
will be called an X-operation (or partial X-compositiori) on E. The set D will be called 
the (definition) domain of co. When D=EX, co is said to be a complete X-operation 
on E; the terms X-function of E and X-polymapping of E are also used. 
Let X'=XÙ {7} and let rQEx' be an ¿"-relation on E. The relation r and 
the argument y will define an ¿"-operation af-y): D^—E in the following way. An 
¿"-point P' will often be denote by (P, {y-~e}) where P=(P'\X) and {j—e} = 
= C H M ) - If P'tr then e=(P'\{y})-y is called a prolongation of P=(P'\X) 
in r. Clearly, PfEx has prolongations in r iff P£prx •/-. Let D(ry) be the set of all 
PÇ_EX that have exactly one prolongation in r. For P£D^ let co<y)-P be the 
unique prolongation of P in r. 
It is not hard to express D^ from r by means of fundamental operations. Let 
y be an argument, not in X', and let cp: ¿"—¿"U {y'} be the floatage for which 
(cp\X) is the identity and <p-y=y'. Put X"=XU {y, y'}=X' U { / } , and let us 
consider the set of all points P"£extx» -rflext*» -((cp) -r) such that (P"\X)=P. 
This is clearly the set of all points of the form (P, e}, {y'—e'}), where e and 
e' are arbitrary prolongations of P in r. An ¿"-point P£ prx • r has several distinct 
prolongations in r iff 
extx» • r fl extx- • ((cp) • r) and {P}x( l i? y , ?(E)) = extx„ • {P}n( l ex t x . . / ) , . , . ( £ ) ) 
are not disjoint. So the set of all these points is prx • (ext^. • r H extx» • ((cp) • r) D 
fl ("1 extx- • Dy> y' (£))). Therefore we have 
DW = (prx • r) n ( 1 prx • (extx- • r f l extx„ • ((cp) • r) fl("iextx„. DM. (£)))). 
In case X is empty, i.e. X' = {y}, D(ry) is non-empty iff the unique "empty" point 
P0 has a unique prolongation e in r, i.e., r=(y\ e). Then cx>'y) • Pa=e, and co^ is, 
in fact the adjunction of the element eÇ_E. 
We say that AQE is closed with respect to an ¿"-operation co: D-»E if 
c0-PÇ.A holds whenever P: X-+A and PÇ.D. 
Theorem 2. The rationality domain Âk ofk(A) is the closure of A with respect 
to all operations afy) such that r£k and y belongs to the argument set of r. 
Proof . Let Xr be the argument set of a relation r£k, and let y£Xr. Put 
¿f=:jrr\{j>}, and let P: X-»Ak be a point belonging to D(ry). If e=e(P)=ca™ • P then 
pr w - (({P}X£W)nr) = {{>> - e}} = (y- e). 
As { P } X £ W = f | e x t x -(.x;P-x) and P-x£Âk, we have (x; P-x)£k(A). Since 
xiE 
(y\ e) is obtained from (x; P • x)£k(A), x£X, and from r£k(A) by direct funda-
mental operations, (y; e) belongs to k(A). Therefore co[y) • P=e(P)£Âk, and Ak 
is closed with respect to all the mentioned operations a>(ry). 
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Now suppose that e£Ak, i.e. (y, e)€k(A). By the previous theorem, (y; e) 
is the infinitary union of an appropriate set of {j>}-relations of the form 
Q = PRW - ( ' " N ( H EXTX • (x; 9 • x))) 
where X={y}\JX0, r is an Z-relation in k and 9: X0-*A is a mapping of X0 
into AQAk. As (y, e) is irreducible, it must be equal to some of these relations. 
So we assume that ( y ; e ) is the above-mentioned q. If yiX^ then e=q-y = 
=9-y£A. If y$X0 then g* =/•(!( Pi extx • (x; 9 • x)) is the set of Z-points 
x£X0 
P=(P0=(P\X0), (P| {j^})={{j'—e'}}) such that P0=9 and e is a prolongation 
of 9 in r. Therefore Q is the set of all {j>}-points {{y-*e'}} such that e' is a prolonga-
tion of 9 in r. But, by the assumption, g=(y; e), whence e is the only prolonga-
tion of 9 in r, and e=co[y) -9. As 9 is a point of A, e belongs to the closure 
of A with respect to Therefore Ak is included in the closure of A with respect to 
all a»" which proves the theorem. 
Remark 6. If m(ry) is an 0-operation with and r£k then D?)={PI,} 
and r=(y, co^-PJ. In this case e=cdp • Pa belongs to the rationality domain 
0k of k, and this operation is the mere adjunction of edE belonging to this domain, 
i.e. preserved by all 8£D(E/k). Therefore Ak can also be characterized as the clo-
sure of A{J$k with respect to all Z-operations co^ such that AV0, r£k and 
y€Xr. 
Remark 7. If an X-relation gdk is the infinitary union U • R of a set R 
of relations in k and y£X then for each P^D^ there exists a relation r£R such 
that and a)™ • P=co((?) • P. Further, this r can be chosen so that r is semi-
regular, and P=(P, {y—co^0• P}) belongs to t(r), the head of r. Moreover, 
the D(E/k)-orbit D(E/k) • P of P is such a semi-regular relation r. 
Indeed, if e=tO^-P then P=(P , {j>— e})€e and e is the only prolongation 
of P in G. Since 0 = U • R, there exists an R£R such that P£R and every prolonga-
tion of P in r is a prolongation of P in q. SO e is the unique prolongation of P in R, 
which implies P ^ D ^ and e=co(^ • P. Since, by Lemma 2 of Section 2, each rela-
tion Qdk can be decomposed into a set R of semi-regular relations belonging to k 
such that any P£Q belongs to t(r) for some r£R, the rest of Remark 7 follows. 
Remark 8. Let r£K be a semi-regular Z-relation, let yZX, and assume 
that P=(P, •P})^i(r) for some P£D[y\ Then there exists a semi-regular 
relation r'£k such that T(r'), the type of r', is the discrete equivalence on X', 
the argument set of r\ and there are y'£X' and a point P'^D^p with P' • ( Z \ { / } ) E 
QP-(X\{y}), £0(/)-P=co(rr)-P' and P'=(P\ {/-»a/p • P')dt(r'). 
Indeed, let X be the argument set of r, and put e=co<?)-P. Let (p be the can-
onical mapping of A" onto X'=X/T(r). Then r'=(cp)-r is well-defined and T(r') 
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is the discrete equivalence on X'. As T(P)=T(r), we have T((<p) • P) = T(r'). 
Hence ((p) • P is an injective point and belongs to t(r'). If y'=cp -y then the 
value P'-y' of the point P'=(<p)-P at / is equal to P-y=e. Put 
J ' = A " \ { / } and P'=(P'\X'). It is clear that P'-X'^FX (in particular, if 
P is a point of Ak then so is P'), and e is the only prolongation of P' in r'. Therefore 
P'iD1/) and a>';'> • P' =e=oj(/> • P. 
Remark 9. It follows from the preceding remarks that a subset of E is closed 
with respect to all afp, r£k, iff it is closed with respect to the operations a f p such 
that r has an injective point. Moreover, if X° is an argument set with card X0^ 
scard E then a subset of E is closed with respect to all afp iff it is closed with 
respect to those that are determined by relations of k under X°. In particular, Äk 
is the closure of AQE with respect to this last variety of operations. 
Indeed, if an X,-relation r has an injective point then card Xr^card E. 
On the other hand, if (<p) is a floatage then D f t f i W ) ) • and 
• {(<P\{XMy}) • P ) )=0)? -P where H D f p . 
Let S=(E,R) be a structure, and let k=Ke(S) be the corresponding abstract 
endofield. We have seen that Äk, the closure of A^E, is the closure of A with 
respect to the operations a f p such that the r are relations in k under a fixed X° 
with card A^acard E. That is, these r belong to R(-x°)=R^P and to k. Now 
the question is whether a sufficiently wide class of structures can be defined such 
that the "huge set" R^p can be replaced by the (much smaller) set R in case ,of 
these structures. The answer is positive; an appropriate class, the class of the so-
called eliminative structures, can be defined. I will not speak about these structures 
in the present paper — it will be done in some other publication, which will con-
tain the necessary proofs. However, the structure (E, R) of classical Galois theory 
0 is eliminative, and from this fact, accepted here without proof, we are going to 
deduce the fundamental theorem of classical Galois theory. In other words, let E 
be a normal algebraic or an algebraically closed field extension of some basic field k, 
let J?={( /=0) ; f^k[xlt x2, ..., x„,...]}, and let A be a subset of E; we take it for 
granted that the rationality domain of the abstract set extension (k)(A), obtained 
by adjoining A to the abstract endofield (or field) (k) defined by the structure (E, R), 
is the closure of A with respect to all operations defined by the relations ( / = 0), 
f€k[x!, x2,..., xn,...], of this structure. In order to deduce the fundamental theo-
rem of classical Galois theory, first we introduce some constructions that yield 
operations from operations. 
(1) Let X be an argument set and let U be a set of X-operations to: Da—E. 
An X-operation co*: Da*—E is called a mosaic of the operations oi£U if there 
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exists a partition {da; a>£U} of Dm,, i.e. c o ^ c o ' ^ - d ^ 0 ^ = 0 and U da—DQt, 
(otU 
such that daQDa and (co*\dm)=(co\da) hold for every oo£U. 
Lemma 1. If AQE is closed with respect to all a>£U then it is closed with 
respect to every mosaic co* of a>£ U. 
Proof. Let P: X—A be a point in Z)m,. Then there exists one and only one 
co£U such that P^dmQDcl and o>* •P=(o-P. Now the assertion follows from 
(o-P£A. - -
(2) Let £2: D-+E be an X-operation, let Y be an argument set, and for each 
x£X let cox: dx-<-E be a ^-operation. For Q<i dx, let co-Q be the X-point 
xex 
{x-*(ox Q; x£X}. Let d be the set of all Q€ f | 4 such that co -Q£D. Then a 
7-operation, denoted by i2({x—co*}), can be defined in the following way. The 
domain of i2({;c—co*}) is d, and for every Q£d we put i2({x—co*}) • Q = Q • (co • Q). 
This 7-operation will be called the superposition of £2 and the "operation point" 
co: x—co*, x£X. 
Lemma 2. If AQE is closed with respect to Q and to all co*, x£X, then it is 
also closed with respect to i3({x—co*}). 
Proof. Let P: Y—A be'ong to d. Then, for every x£X, Q^dx and coX -Q€A. 
So co-Q: x—cox-Q is an X-point of A. On the other hand, a> • Q£D. Therefore 
i2({x—co*}) • Q = £2 • (co • Q)£A, proving the lemma. 
For a set U of operations and a subset B of U, B will be called a basis of U if 
each co£ U can be obtained from the operations of B by a combination of mosaics 
and superpositions represented by a tree of finite height. Clearly, a subset A of 
E is closed with respect to all codB iff it is closed with respect to all cog U. 
To conclude the paper, we determine a simple basis of operations co^0 defined 
by the relations ( / = 0 ) , /€&[*]:, x2, ..., x„, ...], of classical Galois theory. Clearly, 
floatages do not change, up to floatages of arguments, the operations defined by a 
relation. So we can consider only the polynomials f(xlt x2, ..., xs, y)£k[x1, ..., xs, 
(where s can be arbitrary) and the corresponding operations co^i0. Let n be the 
degree of such an f for y, i.e;, 
/(*!,..., xs, y) = 2 Mxi» •••» xs)yl• 0 Sign 
Let P: Zs = {x1 , . . . , x,}—E be an Xs point of E, which will be represented by the 
system ..., Q of its values ^t=P-x^E, i=1,..., s. The point P has exactly 
one prolongation in r—(f= 0) iff the polynomial ..., j)££[>>] has exactly 
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one root, i.e., for some j, l s y s « , / ^ , ..., €s,y)=a(y-l)J, a,rj£E and a^0, i.e. 
' / , « ! , . . . , « = 0 if ; < l 
lyiC^x « = C - l y - 1 ( j - , - ) i f i ^ J -
If the characteristic of k 
is 0 then f j _ . . . , £s) =— jat]5 i.e., (Cj) implies 
and Therefore, if we con-
sider the polynomial 
gy fo , ..., X5, y) = / j - i f c , ..., *s)+ji/}(*i, •••» *,).}> 
then the operation afj>=0 is defined on Dj=D^j=0=l ( /y=0) . Clearly, Dj in-
cludes the set dy of all points ..., £S)£EX' that satisfy (Cj). In other words, 
dj, the set of all P for which ..., %s,y) is of the form a(y—r\)1 for some 
a,r\£E, a^O, is included in Dj. For P£dj we clearly have 
(a) < > „ • P = n = co^U-P = - f j . . . , U O f j t f i , .... W ) - 1 . 
Now consider the case when the characteristic p of k is different from 0. Let 
j=hpsU) where h is not divisible by the prime number p. We have, in k, = 0 
if 0 < / < p s ( J ) and ^(j =h if i=ps{J). In particular, we have fj-pwiZi, •••, Q = 
= -harf"\ Let 
gj,P(xi, xs, y) = hfj(xi,..., xs)y^'J>+fJ.p.<j)(x1, ..., xs). 
Then (Cj) implies that h f j , ..., Q ^ O and rj is the unique root of gy , p (^ , . . . , j ) . 
Therefore CO^J = 0 is defined on the same DJ = ~\ ( /y=0) , DJQDJ and, for every 
P£DJ, we have 
(P) < 2 o P = I = o^l = O-p= ( - / y _ p . u > < & U(HFJ(^,..., a - 1 ) " " ^ -
In both cases, (i/l5<i2, ..., d„) is a partition of D^=0. Therefore, co^ 0 is a 
mosaic of the operations a?!, co2, ...,con where these (Oj are defined on the respective 
sets Dj = ~[(fj=0) in the following way: for P=(£lt ..., £s)£Dj we put 
1 a>j-P = - f j - . . . . ..., Q)-1 
when k is of zero characteristic, and we put 
<orP = (-/,-p.u^t,..., Q(hfj(^,..., Q)-1)"-*(J> 
when the characteristic of k is p^0 (cf. (a) and (/?))• It is clear that the ©y are super-
positions of the operations (x l 5 x2)—Xi+Xg, (xt, x2)-*x1x2, Xx—xf1 (defined on 
£ \ { 0 } ) , if p ^ 0 (defined on {xp; x££}) , and the adjunctions a, a£k. 
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Therefore these operations form a basis of {co^i0; f£k[xy,..., xs,...]}. If the 
afore-mentioned theorem about eliminative structures is proved and it is shown 
that the considered structure is eliminative then it follows that the rationality 
domain of (k)(A), i.e. the set of all e£E that are preserved by any automorphism 
of E/k preserving every aÇA, is the closure of AUk=AU0 with respect to 
addition, multiplication, inversion and, if p^O, forming p-th roots. This is one 
of the classical formulations of the first Galois theorem. 
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